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are the groups where you can post reviews, meet new people and discuss books, movies, TV shows, video games, anime, manga, manga and anime, comic books, video games, science fiction, technology, comics, etc. @ReviewMirrorEdu. COPYRIGHT: ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED. @ReviewMirrorEdu. New reviews are subject to moderator approval and quick moderation. @ReviewMirrorEdu.
@ReviewMirrorEdu. REVIEW: ReviewMirrorEdu. Call it luck, call it fate, but there is no denying the fact that President Donald Trump has been anointed to succeed President Barack Obama in the White House. Yes, it may have come a bit early, but you would have to have been living under a rock not to have heard the news that in the aftermath of the most difficult election ever, Trump has been

announced as the President-Elect of the United States. What the hell has happened to this country? It used to be that the United States was the greatest country in the world and everybody knew it. Now all you see is the "P" word, and it's everywhere. The shooting in Orlando in June that left 49 dead and 53 more injured has led to even more gun control measures, to the point that the NRA has accused
the president of trying to abolish it. And while guns have been taken away, the "free speech" movement has not been stopped as the folks in Charlottesville have been standing by and doing nothing. Meanwhile, we are hearing more and more about the lack of diversity in the media, which makes the impact 82157476af
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